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Abstract: The criterion web search engines are basic versions of system; they take benefit of huge scale 
which permits inferring general interest concerning documents from link information. Reverse 
Dictionary Application is a software element that captures a user phrase as input, and returns 
theoretically connected words as output. Introduced reverse dictionary system is based on view that a 
phrase that describes a word have to bear a resemblance to the word’s authentic definition, if not 
harmonizing the exact words, subsequently at least conceptually related. To execute the processing, the 
application of reverse dictionary requests accession towards information stored within a set of databases 
such as reverse map set DB, which enclose a table of mappings, in addition to dictionary definitions as 
well as computed parse trees in support of definitions. When reverse dictionary application desires word-
related statistics, it assign the job of recovering this data towards a thread within a thread pool. 
Keywords: Reverse dictionary, Parse trees, web search engines, Databases. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of information retrieval depend mostly on 
unambiguous, typed queries, collective with 
unambiguous feedback informing system which of 
search results was applicable. Identifying 
comparable pieces concerning text has numerous 
applications for instance summarization, retrieval 
of information and text clustering [4]. For the most 
part of research in has centered on sensing 
resemblance among documents, resemblance 
connecting a query with a document or connecting 
a query and a segment concerning a document. 
While effectual techniques have been expanded in 
support of document clustering as well as 
classification which rely on inter-document 
resemblance measures, these methods mainly rely 
on pooled words, or intermittently collocations 
concerning words [8]. Text resemblance has been 
used in support of relevance feedback as well as 
text classification, word sense disambiguation and 
more lately in support of extractive summarization  
and methods in support of automatic assessment of 
machine translation otherwise text summarization 
[13]. Measures concerning text resemblance were 
also useful for assessment of text coherence. 
Measures of text resemblance were used for a long 
time in application in usual language processing 
and connected areas. Reverse Dictionary 
Application is a software element that captures a 
user phrase as input, and returns theoretically 
connected words as output [1]. Numerous 
resemblance measures have been projected, for 
instance information content, mutual information, 
cosine coefficient, distance-based measurements as 
well as feature contrast representation. A trouble 
with preceding resemblance measures is that each 
of them is coupled to a meticulous application or 
believes a meticulous domain representation. If an 
assortment of documents is not symbolized as a 
network, distance-based process does not be valid 
[11]. Present schemes of semantic similarity 
measurement are extremely computationally 
demanding, making online scaling complicated. 
We report the making of Wordster Reverse 
Dictionary, a system of database-driven reverse 
dictionary which not merely fulfils novel efficient 
objectives at an order of extent performance and 
scale enhancement over finest notion resemblance 
measurement system obtainable devoid of 
impacting solution quality [3]. At a high level, 
introduced system consists of two sequential 
stages. Upon receiving of a client input phrase, 
initially discover candidate words against a forward 
source of dictionary data, where definitions 
concerning these candidate words encompass some 
resemblance towards user input [14]. Introduced 
reverse dictionary system is based on view that a 
phrase that describes a word have to bear a 
resemblance to the word’s authentic definition, if 
not harmonizing the exact words, subsequently at 
least conceptually related. 
II. METHODOLOGY 
Measures concerning semantic resemblance have 
been conventionally defined among words 
otherwise concepts, and greatly less among text 
segments consisting of two or additional words. 
The criterion web search engines are basic versions 
of system; they take benefit of huge scale which 
permits inferring general interest concerning 
documents from link information [9]. The 
importances on word-to-word resemblance metrics 
is probably due to accessibility of resources that 
particularly encode relations connecting word 
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otherwise concepts, and the variety of test beds that 
permit for their assessment. The derivation 
concerning a text-to-text assess of similarity 
starting with a word based semantic resemblance 
metric may not be simple, and thus for the most 
part of the work has measured mainly function of 
conventional vectorial representation [7]. The 
major general methods are latent semantic indexing 
as well as principal component analysis which 
analyze keywords concerning documents in a 
corpus to recognize the leading concepts in 
document. we report effort on creating an online 
reverse dictionary in preference to a normal 
dictionary that map words in the direction of their 
definitions, a reverse dictionary as shown in fig1 
carry out converse mapping, specifically specified 
a phrase describing needed concept, it makes 
available words whose definitions go with entered 
definition phrase [2]. Application concerning 
reverse dictionary is an element of software that 
captures a user phrase like input and return 
theoretically associated words like output. This 
architecture has three features considered to make 
sure utmost scalability of system. To execute the 
processing the application of reverse dictionary 
requests accession towards information stored 
within a set of databases such as reverse map set 
DB, which enclose a table of mappings, in addition 
to dictionary definitions as well as computed parse 
trees in support of definitions; the Synonym DB, 
which enclose synonym set in support of each term; 
the Hyponym or Hypernym DB, containing 
hyponym as well as hypernym association sets for 
every term; the Antonym DB, enclose antonym set 
in support of every term; and authentic dictionary 
definitions in support of every word in dictionary 
[15]. When reverse dictionary application desires 
word-related statistics, it assign the job of 
recovering this data towards a thread within a 
thread pool. The thread initially monitors local 
cache to conclude whether suitable data subsist in 
cache. If so, cache returns essential information. If 
not, cache returns a null set. When threads receive 
a null set concerning cache, it contacts suitable 
database to get hold of the essential information. A 
cache stock up regularly accessed information, 
which permits a thread towards accessing essential 
information devoid of contacting a database [12]. It 
is renowned that several terms take place more 
commonly than others. The synonym, hyponym, 
hypernym, along with reverse map set sets of these 
well-liked terms will be stocked up in cache and 
query implementation in database will be 
circumvented. The functioning of a thread pool 
permit in support of parallel recovery of synonym, 
hyponym, hypernym, as well as RMS sets in 
support of terms [5]. Separate database augment 
opportunity in support of parallel processing, and 
augment system scalability. When a single machine 
is not competent of managing the essential loads, 
the database can effortlessly be additionally 
dispersed across numerous servers by means of 
partitioning methods to get better system scalability 
[10]. The mappings in support of reverse map set, 
synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms, as well as 
antonyms are stored up as integer mappings, where 
every word in Wordnet dictionary is symbolized by 
means of a exceptional integer [6]. This condenses 
size of the mapping sets, and allow in support of 
extremely fast processing of resemblance 
comparisons, as evaluated to string processing. 
III. LOCATING CANDIDATE WORDS 
PHASE 
The phrase find candidate words comprises of two 
key sub steps such as build RMS; as well as query 
RMS. Construction of RMS of a term m, R(m), is a 
matter of discovery the entire Ws in whose 
definition m appears. Specified the huge size of 
dictionaries, creating such mappings on fly is not 
realistic. Consequently, we precreate Rs for each 
pertinent term in dictionary. This is a single time, 
offline occurrence; after these mappings exist, we 
can employ them in progress lookup consequently; 
expenditure of creating corpus has no consequence 
on runtime performance. For input dictionary P, we 
generate R mappings for each and every one term 
appearing in sense phrases in P. We construct R 
indexes by iterating all the way through all terms in 
P. Upon receiving an input phrase, we query R 
indexes previously present in database to discover 
candidate words whose definitions contain any 
similarity to the input phrase. Specified an input 
phrase “huge apartment” we initially remove the 
core terms present in this phrase “huge” as well as 
“apartment”. We subsequently check with 
appropriate R indexes, R(huge) as well as 
R(apartment), to discover those words in whose 
definitions words “huge” as well as “apartment” 
take place concurrently.  
 
Fig1: An overview of reverse dictionary structure 
IV. RESULTS 
We explain the important challenges intrinsic in 
construction of a reverse dictionary, as well as map 
difficulty to renowned theoretical similarity 
difficulty. A set of methods were introduced for 
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construction and querying a reverse dictionary, as 
well as runtime performance below load. 
Introduced system makes available important step 
up in performance scale devoid of sacrificing 
solution excellence. As support vector machine 
approach has accession towards word relationship 
information obtainable and evaluate input phrase 
towards context vector in support of every word 
and can use support vector machine excellence as 
an irregular standard for high-class output. Existing 
techniques were applied from document similarity 
as well as classification problem to expand reverse 
dictionary explanations in support of performance 
comparison. Precision in addition to recall contain 
opposing trends. While alpha increases, we 
progressively believe overweight numbers of 
probable output phrases, thus increasing likelihood 
of comprising false positives, which cause 
accurateness to reduce as alpha expand, while 
concurrently rising likelihood finding expected 
consequences, which causes recall to contain a 
rising tendency as alpha increases.  
V. CONCLUSION 
Measures concerning semantic resemblance have 
been conventionally defined among words 
otherwise concepts, and greatly less among text 
segments consisting of two or additional words. 
Application concerning reverse dictionary is an 
element of software that captures a user phrase like 
input and return theoretically associated words like 
output. A set of methods were introduced for 
construction and querying a reverse dictionary, as 
well as runtime performance below load. The 
importances on word-to-word resemblance metrics 
is probably due to accessibility of resources that 
particularly encode relations connecting word 
otherwise concepts, and the variety of test beds that 
permit for their assessment. Existing techniques 
were applied from document similarity as well as 
classification problem to expand reverse dictionary 
explanations in support of performance 
comparison. We report the making of Wordster 
Reverse Dictionary which is a system of database-
driven reverse dictionary which not merely fulfils 
novel efficient objectives at an order of extent 
performance and scale enhancement over finest 
notion resemblance measurement system 
obtainable devoid of impacting solution quality. 
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